Abstract According to the characteristic of Beidou Double-star positing system (for short: Double-star position), the optimal predication model of Double-star position/SINS integrated system is put forward, which can make use of the delayed position information from Double-star positioning system to predicate optimally for the integrated system, and then to correct SINS, and affords integrated results of some navigation parameters. In order to validate the consistency of the filter, the criteria for consistency of a filter is also studied, and the tested statistics are given, the experiment based on practical measured data shows that the filtering method is consistent with the integrated system.
Introduction
The Beidou Double-star positing system is one district position system built up by China. It adopts active positing mechanism, and has the characteristic of delayed position and bad concealment [1] , but it can position accurately for the users in our territory and the around. The Double-star position/SINS integrated system is the developing trend in the field of navigation position in our country.
The integrated method based on position compensation in Reference [2] can improve the precision of navigation system effectively, but it depends on horizontal speed of the high precision integrated system. When the horizontal speed is low (for example, when the Beidou Double-star positing system does not work), the precision of the integrated system is also low, at the same time, the filter method consider the position compensate error as colored noise, thus the system's dimension will increase, and the real-time of the system will decrease.
So, this paper takes full advantage of the delayed position information provided by the Beidou position system to study the filter method of the integrated system and puts forward the optimal prediction model of integrated system. According to this model, the consistency of state estimation is studied, and the test statistics to prove consistency criteria using actually measured data are put forward.
1 Filter method of integrated system
Creation of optimal prediction model
Because for the users in the ground and in the sky, the way that the Double-star positing system provides the height is different, the altitude channel is neglected here. While the "the north east ground" coor-dinate is selected as the navigation coordinate, the system's state equation is: During the integrated interval, when the first integration takes place, because the receiver can be controlled, we can give the receiver an artificial order to prepare to send, the receiver receives this order, and transmits a position request order some times later, and then can receive the position information. After receiving the position information, the receiver sends the position request order immediately, then receives the position information again, the later process is the same as before. The detailed illustration is shown in Fig.1 . t + (namely the user's position information at k t ) can be expressed as follows:
where ( E N , N N ) are the measured noises of the Double-star positing system, and the mean square deviation can refer to Section 1.2. The measurement state at k t can be obtained based on Eq. (2):
Because the position information that received at 1 + k t time is actually the user's position information at k t , according to each information at 1 − k t time, we make use of both Kalman filter's time updating equations ( ( 1)
to optimally filter at. Then using the optimal filtering value at k t we can get the optimal prediction value at 1 k t + (namely using the time updating equations ( 1)
to correct the result of SINS and navigation. The later filtering process is just the same as the process above.
Model building of measurement noise
The factors that affect the Double-star positing system accuracy are the ephemeris error, the distancemeasurement error, the height error [4, 5] . The ephemeris error affects the accuracy of the Double-star positing system greatly, but the Chinese Double-star positing system uses differential technique, after differential revision, the bigger ephemeris error is equivalent to a smaller distance-measurement error [5] . At the same time, after differential revision, the distancemeasurement error decreases its influence on the accuracy of the Double-star positing system greatly, but the height error can not be reduced or eliminated its influence on the accuracy of the Double-star positing system by differential technique, so after differential revision, the ephemeris error and the distance-measurement error can be equivalent to a integrated distance-measurement error.
The measurement error's mean square deviation of Double-star positing system (unit: meter) can express as follows: 
